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MCSE: Windows Server 2003 Active Directory Planning, Implementation, and Maintenance Study Guide : Exam 70-294Sybex, 2006
Inside you'll find:     

	Practical information on planning, implementing, and     maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Active Directory infrastructure
	Real-world scenarios from seasoned professionals
	Hundreds of challenging practice exam questions 
	Enhanced troubleshooting
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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours, Third Edition presents the key features of SQL (Structured Query Language) in an easy to understand format with updated code examples, notes, diagrams, exercises, and quizzes.  New material covers more information on transactions, constructs, embedded databases, and object-oriented programming.  In this...
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Clutch: Why Some People Excel Under Pressure and Others Don'tPortfolio Hardcover, 2010

	
		Is clutch performance innate-or can it be learned? 

	
		Sooner or later everyone encounters a situation in which the stakes are high and the outcome is crucial. And even top performers can crumble when faced with such extreme pressure. Consider the CEO who panics in a desperate attempt to shore up his...
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A Business and Its Beliefs : The Ideas That Helped Build IBMMcGraw-Hill, 2003
When first published in 1963, IBM CEO Thomas Watson Jr.’s A Business and  Its Beliefs gave readers an unprecedented look inside IBM’s executive  offices. Watson--son of IBM’s founder--candidly discussed how the company clung  to its values during the first great technological shift, and how this refusal  to compromise...
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RabbitMQ in Action: Distributed Messaging for EveryoneManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		Writing this book has been like discovering RabbitMQ itself—encountering a problem
	
		that needed solving, but not knowing what the solution looked like. Until May
	
		2010, we didn’t even know each other. We both had been active in the RabbitMQ community
	
		for the past two years, but we’d never actually...
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Streetsmart Financial Basics for Nonprofit ManagersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Praise for Streetsmart Financial Basics for Nonprofit Managers, Third Edition


	"Tom McLaughlin is a proven master at making the daunting concepts of nonprofit financial management clear and engaging. This book is a superb introduction for new nonprofit executives, board members, and students. It is also an...
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The Data-Driven Project Manager: A Statistical Battle Against Project ObstaclesApress, 2018

	Discover solutions to common obstacles faced by project managers. Written as a business novel, the book is highly interactive, allowing readers to participate and consider options at each stage of a project. The book is based on years of experience, both through the author's research projects as well as his teaching lectures at business...
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Wireless Network Hacks & Mods For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Connect the old, the new, the practical, and the fun!
Play multiplayer games, set up home surveillance, or take your network outside     

Now that you've got a wireless network going, you're getting the urge to see what else it can do, right? Hook up with this book and find simple, fun ways to expand its possibilities. Add your home...
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Retailization: Brand Survival in the Age of Retailer PowerKogan Page, 2006
Presents an innovative and pragmatic step-by-step process to help businesses rethink their brand efforts around the retail strategies that best meet the needs of today's shoppers. Illustrates how brand power is inexorably being replaced by retailer power. Based on a two-year study conducted by AC Nielsen and BBDO Europe --the largest global study...
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The Board Game: A Director's Companion for Winning in BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The corporate board game is complex and fraught with dangers for the unwary. In this practical look at life at the top of the organisational tree, Peter Waine distils his many years experience and exclusive access to leading board directors into a biting exposé of how company decisions are really made and executed. The Board Game offers...
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Next Generation Application Integration: From Simple Information to Web ServicesAddison Wesley, 2003
"Linthicum provides an insightful overview of the  services-integration issues that will enable you to capitalize on current and  future integration technologies. He also dives deep into the key Web services  technologies for implementing the next generation integration architecture.  Highly recommended for those thinking of...
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Leap! A Revolution in Creative Business StrategyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
“absorbing and quite compelling…a book that is full of good things…”     (Admap, June 2003)     

Traditionally, company leaders develop a business strategy based on bottom lines and profit margins, then hire an ad agency to back up that strategy with creative advertising. But history shows that some of the most...
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